Important Reminders:

- Spring Professional Development Mini Program - May 15 from 2:30-4:00 (Zoom)
- Click for Dartmouth COVID-19 updates.
- Dartmouth’s Faculty/Employee Assistance Program (FEAP) gives employees & family members confidential support,

Higher Education News

What Prospective Freshmen Think About the Fall - Their enrollment decisions & ability to pay have been upended. Their preference for being on campus, however, remains intact.

Economists Explain Why US College Students Won’t Be Getting Big Refunds on Spring Tuition

Colleges and Universities Provide Critical Support in Coronavirus Crisis - Higher ed is leading the way in risk-mitigation tactics, adapting business models, and disseminating key information.

Stepping Up & Helping Out - Members of the higher ed community are supporting frontline workers fighting the pandemic.

As the Trump Administration Offers Relief, Pandemic-Stricken Colleges Ponder the Risks of Taking It

Under Covid-19, University Budgets Like We’ve Never Seen Them Before - Strategies & actions for these unprecedented times.

15 Fall Scenarios - Colleges are considering 15 scenarios for the fall.

Buckles Up for the Next Phase of Planning - Planning to reopen successfully will be more complicated than shutting colleges down.

Coronavirus Could Change Where Students Go to College, If They Go At All

Libraries Brace for Budget Cuts - University librarians are preparing for tough times ahead. Could big deals with publishers be on the chopping block?

More Cause for Concern About Fall Enrollment - Polling shows 1 in 6 students who planned to attend 4-year colleges full-time no longer plan to do so.

Pricing Pressures Escalate - The 2nd economic crisis in a dozen years could take a bite out of colleges’ ability to set prices.

The Discipline That Is Transforming Higher Ed - The computer-science boom is straining colleges. But it could save some, too.
It’s Time for Radical Reorganization - Crises spur intense competition among colleges. There’s a better way.

Yields & Admit Rates Are in Flux - Colleges face realities of recruiting students who have more financial pressures on them.

Can Public College Systems Stave Off Closures? - Experts say they can streamline services and work cohesively to save money and avoid the chopping block.

US Colleges Brace for a Devastating Summer & Fall - Summer programs that usually bring in revenue are being cut, and September enrollment is anyone’s guess.

How College Leaders Are Planning for the Fall - Their pivot online salvaged the spring semester. Now they must ready for a near future defined by unknowns.

How Should Colleges Prepare for a Post-Pandemic World? - Anticipate/plan for change rather than hope it will not arrive.

Colleges with Empty Campuses Face an Uncertain Future - Endowments are under pressure, & schools don’t know how many freshmen will come to campus in autumn.

Regional News

Already, Universities Are Planning for a Fall Without Students On Campus - Just in Case (Massachusetts)

Dartmouth News

Dartmouth Community Finds Ways to Help Amid the Pandemic - Social Isolation doesn’t block students, faculty or staff from creative solutions.

Dartmouth to Launch Weekly Community Conversations - Weekly broadcasts will run through the spring term every Wed at 3:30.

Institutional Diversity & Equity’s Evelynn Ellis to Retire - the VP of IDE steps down July 1.

Dartmouth Labs Put COVID-19 Research on the Fast Track - A coalition of scientists are working around the clock to improve testing & develop new therapies.

‘We’re on the Edge of the Precipice’: How the Pandemic Could Shatter College Dreams - Some high school seniors are dropping 1st choices in favor of cheaper colleges. Others are taking a year off to help bail out families.

Want to submit an article for the newsletter? Send article links to… F&A.Newsletter@dartmouth.edu